GESAMT superpositions of search model ensembles, each derived from 3c7t CONCOORD results and represented by its first member, that successfully solved target 2qni. Each superposition is shown according to number of residues aligned and rms deviation on aligned Cα atoms. The smallest, 25-residues search model ensembles could not be aligned to 3c7t with GESAMT.
Table S1
Structure comparisons between the four manually edited 3c7t derivatives at the targets whose solution was attempted.
For each an overall Q-score (on a range of 0-1) is shown and, in brackets, the number of residues aligned, their Cα rmsd and the % sequence identity of the alignment. Edited derivatives that led to successful MR, after side chain editing in MrBUMP, are shown in red.
Manually edited derivative of 3c7t
Number of residues in manually edited derivative of 3c7t (see Figure 1 
Table S2
Computational analyses used to drive single structure editing of 3c7t
Name of method in Table 3 Server 
